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Vibration and two-photon absorption
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A treatment of nuclear vibrational motions in two-photon absorption is laid out in detail.
Perturbation theory is used to develop working formulas for diatomic molecules and tested for the
X 1S1 – A 1P transition of carbon monoxide. The results are compared with the exact numerical
values. Certain vibrational contributions, not previously recognized, are found to make an important
contribution to the two-photon absorption probability. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The point of this paper is to investigate in a rigorous and
transparent fashion the role of nuclear vibrational motions in
two-photon absorption ~TPA!. The over-riding spirit is the
same as that which was successfully used to ascertain vibra-
tional effects in the evaluation of the hyperpolarizabilities
that govern nonlinear optical ~NLO! processes in the non-
resonant regime.1–5 Interest in TPA arises because molecules,
which in the presence of intense laser beams can absorb two
photons simultaneously with a large absorption cross section,
can be used in various practical ways.6 These include two-
photon excited fluorescence,7 optical power limiting,8,9

three-dimensional optical data storage,10 two-photon induced
biological caging experiments,11 up-converting lasing, early
corrosion detection, and photodynamic therapy.12,13 Another
quite different reason for interest is that in NLO processes
the measure of efficacy is the figure of merit14 and this in-
volves both linear and nonlinear absorption of the optical
beam. A recent study of the linear absorption has been car-
ried out by Norman et al.15

There have been many theoretical investigations of the
purely electronic aspects of TPA and examples are Refs. 6,
16–20. The first theoretical treatment of vibronic coupling,
based on the linear Herzberg–Teller term, was carried out by
Honig and co-workers21,22 for benzene. Ab initio calculations
were later carried out by Luo and co-workers,23,24 and the
theory was extended to include the Franck–Condon distribu-
tion by Macak et al.25,26 Other related studies are by Sund-
holm et al.,27 where vibrationally averaged transition mo-
ments were employed for CO, and by Painelli et al.28 who
used an approximate two-state model to account for
electronic–vibrational coupling in push–pull chromophores.
Here we present a more complete and more general approach
to the vibrational problem.

Basically, TPA cross-sections are dependent on the
imaginary part of the second hyperpolarizability for the
intensity-dependent refractive index ~IDRI!, when a two-
photon frequency ~2v! coincides or nearly coincides with a
transition from a vibronic ground state to some vibronic ex-
cited state~s!. In this perspective the general formulas for
vibrational effects in TPA can be found by using the Bishop–
Kirtman ~BK! approach to vibrational hyperpolariz-
abilities.1–3 As a specific application of the method devel-
oped here, we have considered carbon monoxide. By taking
a diatomic molecule we are able to carry out and compare
two different ways of evaluating the required transition mo-
ments: numerical integration ~with essentially exact vibra-
tional wavefunctions29! and perturbation theory incorporat-
ing both electrical and mechanical anharmonicities. We
determine the potential energy surface ~PES! of the X 1S1

ground and A 1P excited states of CO by means of the mul-
ticonfigurational self consistent field ~MCSCF! method.
Since in previous studies of polyatomic molecules it is often
assumed that the PES of the ground and excited states are
identical ~see, e.g., Ref. 25! with the latter just shifted to a
new equilibrium geometry and its corresponding energy, we
also test this assumption here using CO as a model. Our aim
here is not to provide definitive results for CO but rather to
use this simple diatomic as the vehicle for evaluating the
various aspects of our theoretical development, which will
later be extended to polyatomic molecules.

Our primary results are ~1! the perturbation treatment
presented appears to be a viable approach for calculating the
different vibrational contributions to TPA; ~2! in total, these
vibrational contributions can be important; and ~3! attention
should be directed towards the ‘‘pure’’ vibrational terms,
which turn out to be particularly important for CO. In the
next section we derive the general theory. This is followed
by an outline of the application of perturbation theory for the
diatomic case. Then comes a section on computational de-
tails, and finally we give our results and a discussion thereof.
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II. GENERAL THEORY

Our goal is the determination of two-photon absorption
probabilities and cross sections. These are related to the

imaginary parts of the IDRI hyperpolarizability tensor com-
ponents. We therefore start with the general formula for any
second-order electronic hyperpolarizability component
gabgd as given by Orr and Ward:30

gabgd~2vs ;v1 ,v2 ,v3!5\23( P1,2,3S (
K

8 (
L

8 (
M

8 S ^0um̂auK&^Kum̂buL&^Lum̂guM &^M um̂du0&

~vK2iGK/22vs!~vL2iGL/22v22v3!~vM2iGM/22v3!

1
^0um̂buK&^Kum̂auL&^Lum̂guM &^M um̂du0&
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D

2(
K
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L
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1
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1
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This expression is valid provided all excited state populations remain negligible; it contains GK which is the population decay
rate of the electronic excited stated uK&. Without terms of the type iGK/2, one has the conventional expression for the
second-order electronic hyperpolarizability components in the nonresonant region. However, the introduction of these phe-
nomenological damping factors,31,32 which are related to the lifetime of the excited state uK& ~dependent on spontaneous
emissions and nonradiative processes!, allows us to deal with the resonant and near-resonant region, where singularities would
otherwise occur ~such as in the case of TPA!. gabgd is a complex quantity and its imaginary component is a measure of the
absorption intensity for any second-order NLO process.

In this formula a, b, g and d refer to the molecular axes; v1 , v2 and v3 are optical frequencies and vs is their sum;
SP1,2,3 indicates a sum over the terms obtained by the six permutations of the pairs (v1 /m̂b), (v2 /m̂g) and (v3 /m̂d); uK& is
an electronic wavefunction with energy \vK relative to the ground electronic state; m̂§5m̂§2^0um̂§u0& is the fluctuation
dipole moment operator and m̂§ is the dipole moment operator in the z Cartesian direction; the primes on the summation over
the electronic states indicate exclusion of the ground state. The expression in Eq. ~1! is necessarily a function of some
arbitrarily chosen fixed nuclear geometry ~R!.

As in the BK treatment of vibrational hyperpolarizabilities,1 we can now generalize the previous expression by replacing
the electronic wavefunctions and energies by their vibronic counterparts and this leads to

gabgd~2vs ;v1 ,v2 ,v3!

5\23( P1,2,3S (
k ,K

8 (
l ,L

8 (
m ,M
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~vkK2iGkK/22vs!~v lL2iG lL/22v22v3!~vmM2iGmM/22v3!
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In this expression uK ,k& is a vibronic wavefunction where K and k refer to electronic and vibrational states, respectively; \vkK

is the energy of the state uK ,k& relative to the ground state u0,0&; and the primes now mean the exclusion of the u0,0& state in
the summations over all the vibronic states. In distinction to Eq. ~1!, Eq. ~2! does not depend on a fixed nuclear geometry.

In the TPA process, two photons with the same frequency v simultaneously induce an excitation from the ground state to
some excited state L. The absorption is described by the imaginary part of Eq. ~2! with v152v25v35v ~and thus vs

5v!. We therefore consider cases where 2v'v lL , l being the vibrational state index of interest. For this resonance ~or
near-resonance! all the terms in Eq. ~2! can be considered insignificant in comparison with those having the denominator
(v lL2iG lL/222v). Thus, only the first two terms in Eq. ~2! are important and all the terms with LÞL can be discarded.
When v is not close to any of the intermediate-state frequencies vkK(vmM) then GkK(GmM) can be neglected. We can also
replace the remaining damping factors G lL simply by G by ignoring their vibrational dependence. This leads to the formula

Im gabgd~2v;v ,2v ,v !5

G\23

2 ( Pag( Pbd(
k ,K

8 (
m ,M

8 (
l

^0,0um̂auK ,k&^k ,Kum̂guL ,l&^l ,Lum̂buM ,m&^m ,M um̂du0,0&

~~v lL22v !2
1G2/4!~vkK2v !~vmM2v !

,

~3!

where SPag , for example, means a sum over the two terms obtained by permuting m̂a and m̂g ; note that the sum over the
vibrational levels of the L excited state ~index l! includes the ground vibrational state (l50).

Following the procedure adopted in BK, we now assume that for any intermediate state not involving the electronic ground
state, the vibrational energy component can be ignored and we can replace vkK by v0K , etc., provided v is not close to any
vkK . This leads to

Im gabgd~2v;v ,2v ,v !5

\G

2 ( Pag ( Pbd(
l
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3H(
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1(
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where u00& and ulL& represent the ground vibrational wave-
function of the ground electronic state and the lth vibrational
wavefunction of the L electronic state ~the one to which the
two-photon absorption is taking place!.

Equation ~4! can be simplified by defining electronic
transition dipole and polarizability functions as

ma
0K~R!5^0um̂auK& ~5!

and

aag
0L~R,v !5( Pag\21(

K

8
^0um̂auK&^Kum̂guL&

v0K2v

5( Pag\21(
K

8
^0um̂auK&^Kum̂guL&

v0K2v
, ~6!

abd
L0~R,v !5( Pbd\21(

K

8
^Lum̂buK&^Kum̂du0&

v0K2v

5( Pbd\21(
K

8
^Lum̂buK&^Kum̂du0&

v0K2v
, ~7!

where R indicates the molecular geometry. Again, following
past procedures, in this case Refs. 33 and 34, we replace in
Eqs. ~6! and ~7! \v0K by \vK , the latter being the energy of
the Kth electronic state as a function of R. This leads to the
following clamped nucleus electronic transition polarizabil-
ity functions:

aag
0L~R,v !5( Pag\21(

K

8
^0um̂ āuK&^Kum̂ ḡuL&

v0K2v

>( Pag\21(
K

8
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, ~8!

abd
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K

8
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>( Pbd\21(
K

8
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vK2v
. ~9!

Combining Eqs. ~4!, ~5!, ~8! and ~9! we get

Im gabgd~2v;v ,2v ,v !5

\G

2 (
l

\22@~v lL22v !2
1G2/4#21H ^00uaag
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~10!

Note that the index l extends over all the vibrational states of
electronic state L. Equation ~10! is our working formula.

A compact form of this expression, à la the square
bracket notation of BK, is

Im gabgd~2v;v ,2v ,v !5$a2%1$m2a%1$m4%, ~11!

where $a2%, $m2a% and $m4% correspond to the first, second
and third ~combined! and fourth terms of Eq. ~10!, respec-
tively. We call $m2a% and $m4% pure vibrational terms be-
cause, unlike the $a2% term, they would not be present ex-
cept for vibrational motion on the potential energy surface of
the ground electronic state. The m2 factor in $m2a% is similar
to the vibrational polarizability at frequency v that occurs in
the nonresonant case, but here we are dealing with a transi-
tion polarizability between the ground and two-photon elec-

tronic states; the $m4% term is simply a product of two such
vibrational transition polarizabilities. In the clamped nucleus
approximation the $a2% term would give rise to a pure elec-
tronic TPA. However, Eq. ~10! explicitly takes into account
the vibrational wavefunctions and energies associated with
the two-photon electronic state.

As a matter of interest, and for purposes of comparison,
we can also carry out the previous methodology starting
from the electronic formula in Eq. ~1!. With the same as-
sumptions as before, we then arrive at

Im gabgd~2v;v ,2v ,v !5

\21G

2

aag
0L~R,v !abd

L0~R,v !

~vL22v !2
1G2/4

.

~12!
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We consider this to be the pure electronic TPA with all vi-
brational effects ignored. Normally Eq. ~12! would be evalu-
ated at R5R0 , the equilibrium nuclear geometry of the
ground electronic state and with \vL as a function of R.
With certain assumptions, see Ref. 34, Eq. ~12! can also be
derived from Eq. ~2!. Equation ~12! can be compared with
the combination of Eqs. ~2! and ~4! in Ref. 26 by taking v
5vL/2 in their expression for the transition polarizability
function and recognizing that the summations in Eq. ~4! of
Ref. 26 include the ground state—this is in place of using
fluctuation dipole moment operators ~see Ref. 35 for a more
complete explanation!. Also their damping factor is different
from that used here.

In order to relate to experimental data ~gas or liquid
phase! we must carry out orientational averaging by using
the formula26

gTP
52(

a ,b
@Im gaabb~2v;v ,2v ,v !

1Im gabab~2v;v ,2v ,v !

1Im gabba~2v;v ,2v ,v !# . ~13!

The relation between gTP and the two photon cross-section
per photon sTP is

sTP
5

4p3

15

a2\3v2

e4 gTP, ~14!

where a is the fine-structure constant. We first evaluate sTP

in atomic units and then multiply by (0.529177
31028 cm/a.u.)4 (2.418884310217 s/a.u.) to obtain sTP in
the conventional units of cm4 s/photon.

III. DIATOMICS—PERTURBATION THEORY

We now face the problem of evaluating the integrals
which occur in Eq. ~10!. We will, at this stage, restrict our-
selves to diatomic molecules though much, but not all, of the
formalism can be carried over to polyatomics. Of course for
diatomic molecules vibrational wavefunctions can be found
directly with Le Roy’s program29 and the needed integrals
evaluated numerically. In fact we will do this in order to
benchmark our more approximate treatment which now fol-
lows and which is the only one feasible for polyatomic mol-
ecules.

This approximate treatment is based on perturbation
theory. First we make a Taylor series expansion of the
ground state dipole moment function as well as the transition
dipole and polarizability functions:

ma
00~R!5ma

00~R0!1S ]ma
00~R!

]Q0 D
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1

1

2! S ]2ma
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1
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1

1

3! S ]3aag
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]~Q0!3 D
R0

~Q0!3
1¯ , ~17!

where Q0 is the electronic ground state normal coordinate
and R0 identifies the equilibrium nuclear geometry of that
state. For a diatomic molecule the normal coordinate of an
excited electronic state differs from Q0 only by a constant.
The third- and higher-order terms in these series constitute
electrical anharmonicity. With these expansions, the integrals
required in Eq. ~10! can be written as

^00uma
00~R!uk0&5S ]ma

00~R!

]Q0 D
R0

^00uQ0uk0&

1

1

2! S ]2ma
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1

1

3! S ]3ma
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]Q0 D
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1

1

2! S ]2ma
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1

1
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In Eq. ~18! use has been made of the fact that ^00uk0&50 for
k different from zero.

Not too far from the appropriate equilibrium geometry
the potential energy functions for the electronic ground and
L excited state can also be expanded as

V0~R!5V0~R0!1

1

2! S ]2V0~R!
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where QL is the normal coordinate of the L-excited state.
The third and higher terms introduce mechanical anharmo-
nicity. With these expansions, the vibrational wavefunctions

can be expressed in terms of harmonic oscillator functions
ukH

0 & and ulH
L& as36

uk0&5ukH
0 &2(

jÞk
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where

V0(1)
5

1
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]~Q0!3 D
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~Q0!3 ~25!

V0(2)
5

1

4! S ]4V0~R!

]~Q0!4 D
R0

~Q0!4, ~26!

VL(1)
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~QL!3, ~27!

VL(2)
5

1

4! S ]4VL~R!

]~QL!4 D
RL

~QL!4, ~28!

and \v j0
H is the energy of the state u j0& relative to the ground

state calculated within the harmonic oscillator approxima-
tion.

The individual integrals on the right of Eq. ~19!, for
example, can be written quite generally as
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where t50,1,2,3 and, again, Q0 and QL represent the normal
coordinates of the ground and L state, respectively. Like ex-
pressions can be found for the integrals on the right of Eqs.
~18! and ~20!.

We now have only to deal with integrals over harmonic
oscillator functions, and for these we employ

^kH
0 uQ0ulH

L&5^lH
LuQ0ukH

0 &

5^f l
LuQ0ufk

0&

5S \

2v0D 1/2

@Ak^f l
Lufk21

0 &1Ak11^f l
Lufk11
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~30!

and

^f l
Lu~Q0! tufk

0&5(
j

^f l
Lu~Q0! t21uf j

0&^f j
0uQ0ufk

0&;

~31!

here t is an integer greater than unity, v0 is the vibrational
angular harmonic frequency of the electronic ground state
and k is the vibrational quantum number of the vibrational
wavefunction fk

0. Integrals of the type ^f j
0u(Q0) tuf i

0& and
^fm

Lu(QL) tufn
L&, which are also needed, can be found in the

same way.
Finally the Franck–Condon integrals ^f j

0ufm
L& for har-

monic oscillator functions can be obtained from Eq. ~2.9! of

the paper by Iachello and Ibrahim.37 Through second-order
in mechanical anharmonicity the vibrational energy differ-
ences in Eq. ~10! are calculated, using the usual Dunham
formula:

\vk05k\ve@12xe~k11 !# , ~32!

where ve is the vibrational angular harmonic frequency of
the electronic ground state and vexe is obtained from the
cubic and quartic force constants in the conventional manner.
Our results for the vibrational energies, see Table I, show
that higher-order perturbation terms are negligible for the
states considered.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

We have chosen the carbon monoxide molecule for our
initial implementation of the theory given in the preceding
two sections. A major reason for this choice is that we may
compare our results with those on the same molecule by
Sundholm et al.27 They considered TPA for the X 1S1 – A 1P
transition and took account of vibrational effects only as far
as the vibrational averaging that occurs in the first term of
Eq. ~10!. That is, the subsequent ‘‘pure’’ vibration terms in
that equation were ignored.

Following them, we use the multiconfiguration self con-
sistent field ~MCSCF!40 method and response theory38,39 to
construct our two potential energy curves (X 1S1,A 1P),41

the electronic ground state dipole moment function and the
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transition dipole moment41 and polarizability42,43 functions.
The calculations were done with C2v

symmetry and the ac-
tive orbitals in the complete active space ~CAS! for the irre-
ducible representations A1 , B1 , B2 and A2 were 4, 2, 2 and
0, respectively. The number of active electrons was 8. The
basis set used was Dunning’s correlation consistent daug-cc-
pVTZ basis set.44,45 We carried out these computations with
the DALTON program46 and confirmed our results by compari-
son with the values in Table VII of Ref. 27. Numerical dif-
ferentiation of the energy and properties was carried out by
the Romberg procedure.47

In using DALTON for obtaining the transition polarizabil-
ity function we set in that program v15v25

1
2vL . Thus in

Eqs. ~6! and ~7! we have v5
1
2vL for each geometry R

~N.B.: the optical frequency v is now a function of R!. Nec-
essarily, then, we are making an approximation here since in
practical terms v remains constant.

In this way we have all the ab initio data necessary for
getting the required integrals needed for the TPA cross-
section of the X 1S1

2A 1 P transition of CO. We then can
use the LEVEL 7.4 program29 ~benchmark! or, alternatively,
perturbation theory to different orders. In all the calculations
the experimental value of G used, namely 1.3931027 eV,
corresponds to a lifetime of the A 1 P state of 9.5 ns.48,49

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There are two objectives to this work: to study the role
of nuclear vibrations in TPA and to determine the reliability
of perturbation theoretical estimates of their importance. We
consider the X 1S1 – A 1P transition in CO and deal with the
reliability question first. The perturbation calculations can be
done to various orders of electrical and mechanical anharmo-
nicity and we can use the notation (n ,m) to denote the nth
order of electrical and the mth order of mechanical anharmo-
nicity. If no anharmonicity is included, that is we use only
the first two terms in the expansions in Eqs. ~15!–~17!, ~21!
and ~22!, we will call the results P(0), i.e., only ~0,0! con-
tributions. If we add the ~0,1! and ~1,0! terms, we label the
result P(I); and if we add to these ~0,2!, ~1,1! and ~2,0! we
use the notation P(II). We also make calculations which do
not quite fit with this notation, namely those where we have
taken all four terms in each of Eqs. ~15!–~17!, ~21! and ~22!
~those through second-order in both types of anharmonicity!,
in other words P(II)1(2,1)1(1,2)1(2,2)—we call these re-
sults P(Z). The essentially exact results based on the vibra-

TABLE I. Vibrational energies \vk0 ~in a.u.! relative to the ground state for
the X 1S1 electronic state of CO.

k51 k52 k53 k54

Harmonic 1.00331022 2.00631022 3.00831022 4.01131022

Anharmonica 9.90231023 1.96831022 2.93331022 3.88631022

Numeric 9.91531023 1.97231022 2.94131022 3.89931022

aSee Eq. ~32!.

TABLE II. Vibrational transition dipole moments, ^00uma
00(R)uk0& , in a.u.

for the electronic ground state of CO; a is the bond axis.

k51 k52 k53 k54

P(0) 24.26231022 0.000 0.000 0.000
P(I) 24.26231022 2.47131023 0.000 0.000
P(II) 24.25731022 2.47131023

21.32831024 0.000
P(Z)a

24.25631022 2.51031023
21.38831024

22.10931025

P(`)b
24.25731022 2.51831023

21.41031024 5.64131026

aP(II)1P(1,2)1P(2,1)1P(2,2).
b‘‘Exact’’ numerical value.

TABLE III. Vibrational transition dipole moments and polarizabilities between the electronic X 1S1 and A 1P

states of CO ~in a.u.!. a is the bond axis and g is an axis perpendicular to a.

l50 l51 l52 l53 l54

P(0)
^10umg

0L(R)ulL& 2.3231021
22.1731021 1.7331022 2.1331021

23.3031021

^00uaag
0L(R,v)ulL& 23.7331022 7.5331023 5.7631022

21.0931021 1.1831022

P(I)
^10umg

0L(R)ulL& 2.5731021
22.3631021 1.1231021 3.7531022

21.9431021

^00uaag
0L(R,v)ulL& 21.8331022 7.8431023 1.4831022

25.5631022 1.0931021

P(II)
^10umg

0L(R)ulL& 2.5931021
22.2631021 8.3031022 6.0131022

21.4431021

^00uaag
0L(R,v)ulL& 22.1031022 4.9231023 2.5231022

24.8431022 6.1831022

P(Z)a

^10umg
0L(R)ulL& 2.5931021

22.2631021 8.2831022 6.0331022
21.4431021

^00uaag
0L(R,v)ulL& 22.2431022 5.3431023 2.6231022

25.3631022 6.7731022

P(`)b

^10umg
0L(R)ulL& 2.5931021

22.2731021 8.5131022 6.6231022
21.7331021

^00uaag
0L(R,v)ulL& 22.1131022 5.6531023 2.5731022

25.7331022 7.9431022

aSee Table II.
b‘‘Exact’’ numerical value.
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tional wavefunctions determined by the program LEVEL

7.4,29 followed by numerical integration, will be labeled by
P(`).

In Table I we show the vibrational energies of the four
lowest excited vibrational states ~relative to the ground state!
for the X 1S1 state of CO. We do so at the harmonic level
and anharmonic level @Eq. ~32!#, and we compare these num-
bers with the ‘‘exact’’ numerical values. It is clear that our
anharmonic values, through second-order, agree with the ex-
act numerical values to within 0.3%.

In Table II values of the vibrational transition dipole
moments ^00uma

00(R)uk0& are shown, where the superscript 0
indicates the X 1S1 ground electronic state of CO, and, of
course, the dipole transition moments lie along the internu-
clear axis. Values are given for the vibrational levels with k

51, 2, 3 and 4, however for the last two cases the transition
moment is negligible. For k51 and k52 there is nice con-
vergence from P(I) through P(II), P(Z) to P(`); the last

two cases giving nearly identical results. The P(II) values
appear therefore to be satisfactory with relative errors com-
pared to P(`) smaller than 2%.

In Table III we present values of the transition dipole
and polarizability between the electronic ground state (0
5X 1S1) and the excited state (L5A 1P) using the first
vibrational level of the ground state for the dipole and the
zero level for the polarizability. These are the important lev-
els in the evaluation of gTP. Numbers are given for the low-
est five vibrational states of the L electronic state, i.e., l

50, 1, 2, 3 and 4. The levels of perturbation approximation
are P(0), P(I), P(II) and P(Z) and comparison is made to
the exact values given by P(`). In general, the convergence
with regard to increasing higher levels of perturbation theory
is very good. The maximum errors relative to P(`) are
222%, 43%, 22% and 17% for P(0), P(I), P(II) and P(Z),
respectively.

TABLE IV. Orientationally averaged values ~in a.u.! for the contributions to gTP, Eq. ~13!, and the TPA cross
section, sTP ~in 10250 cm4 s/photon!, Eq. ~14!, for two-photon energies in perfect resonance with the transition
from the ground electronic and vibrational state to the lowest five vibrational levels of the A 1P(L) state.

v5
1
2 v0L v5

1
2 v1L v5

1
2 v2L v5

1
2 v3L v5

1
2 v4L

P(0)
$a2%TP 4.363106 1.763105 1.043107 3.753107 4.373107

$m2a%TP
21.663107

23.043106 1.823106
24.153107

26.793107

$m4%TP 1.573107 1.323107 7.973104 1.153107 2.633107

gTP 3.533106 1.033107 1.233107 7.463106 2.183106

P(I)
$a2%TP 1.113106 2.113105 6.803105 9.663106 3.713107

$m2a%TP
28.633106

23.543106 3.243106
22.263106

23.433107

$m4%TP 1.683107 1.493107 3.853106 1.333105 7.943106

gTP 9.313106 1.163107 7.773106 7.533106 1.073107

P(II)
$a2%TP 1.313106 6.493104 2.013106 7.323106 1.193107

$m2a%TP
29.493106

21.893106 4.203106
24.203106

21.463107

$m4%TP 1.723107 1.373107 2.193106 6.043105 4.493106

gTP 8.983106 1.193107 8.413106 3.723106 1.783106

P(Z)a

$a2%TP 1.503106 7.743104 2.183106 8.993106 1.433107

$m2a%TP
21.023107

22.063106 4.373106
24.663106

21.613107

$m4%TP 1.723107 1.373107 2.193106 6.043105 4.513106

gTP 8.513106 1.173107 8.743106 4.943106 2.763106

P(`)b

$a2%TP 1.403106 1.003105 2.063106 1.023107 1.973107

$m2a%TP
29.783106

22.353106 4.363106
25.503106

22.283107

$m4%TP 1.713107 1.383107 2.313106 7.373105 6.623106

gTP 8.743106 1.153107 8.733106 5.493106 3.503106

sTP 1.633102 2.253102 1.783102 1.173102 7.753101

aSee Table II.
b‘‘Exact’’ numerical value.

TABLE V. ‘‘Exact’’ values ~in a.u.! of transition dipole moments and polarizabilities between the X 1S1 ground
electronic state and a fictitious A 1P(L) excited state with the same curvature, but with the equilibrium
geometry of the true A 1P(L) state of CO. a is the bond axis and g is an axis perpendicular to a.

l50 l51 l52 l53 l54

^10umg
0L(R)ulL& 2.5331021

22.4131021 1.4531021
23.0531022

26.6231022

^00uaag
0L(R,v)ulL& 22.4831022 1.6831022 4.8031023

22.9631022 5.0831022
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Table IV incorporates the most significant quantities to
be presented in this work, that is, the contributions to gTP as
given by Eq. ~10!. Five levels of theory ~including the ‘‘ex-
act’’! are presented. The levels of theory here refer to transi-
tion dipoles and polarizabilities such as those given in Tables
II and III. Second-order contributions to the vibrational en-
ergy denominators are included only at second-order and
higher levels of theory, i.e., P(II) and P(Z). Results are
shown for the five two-photon frequencies which coincide
with the first five vibrational levels of the A 1P state of CO
~starting from the vibrational ground state of X 1S1). There
is, in general, good convergence as more perturbation terms
are included. For the first three optical frequencies, the P(II)
and P(Z) results for gTP agree with P(`) to within 3.7%
and 2.6%, respectively. Bigger discrepancies are found for
other optical frequencies; the worst case is v5

1
2v4L with a

relative error for gTP with respect to P(`) of 49% and 21%
for P(II) and P(Z), respectively. The total ‘‘exact’’ TPA
cross-sections sTP, see Eq. ~14!, are given in the last row.

With Table IV at hand we address the key question of the
importance of vibration in TPA. To do so, we focus on the
P(`), or exact results, at the bottom of the table. The pure
electronic contribution ~the complete neglect of vibration! to
gTP given by Eq. ~12! is of the form $a2%. It has the value
4.073107 a.u. for v5 1/2 vL and R5R0 and is approxi-
mately twice as big as the largest of the $a2%TP values given
in the P(`) section of Table IV. Further calculations ~not
presented! at optical frequencies in resonance with higher
vibrational states of the electronic state L lead to the same
conclusion. Furthermore the ‘‘pure’’ vibrational contributions
$m2a%TP and $m4%TP are larger in magnitude than $a2%TP,
though they are of opposite sign and, to an extent, cancel
each other for some of the optical frequencies. Nonetheless,
we witness a large change in gTP with the addition of the
‘‘pure’’ vibrational contributions to the $a2%TP term for all
five optical frequencies.

Finally, we consider the legitimacy of assuming that the
excited state PES of CO is of the same shape as the ground
state but simply shifted to the correct equilibrium position.
This is an assumption frequently made in the literature for
other molecules; see, e.g., Ref. 25. The calculations reported
in Tables V and VI are all carried out at the P(`) level. A
comparison of the transition integrals in Table V with those
in Table III shows that, except for l50, this is a very crude
approximation. The maximum errors relative to P(`) in
Table III are 146% and 197% for ^10umg

0L(R)ulL& and
^00uaag

0L(R,v)ulL&, respectively. In like fashion, a compari-
son of Tables VI and IV shows that, except for the optical

frequency v5 1/2 v0L , the assumption of the same shape
for the ground and excited PES can be a fair approximation
for calculating gTP but it is a procedure not to be generally
recommended.

This is not the first time that the vibrational effects in
TPA have been investigated, but all previous attempts have
been much less complete. In nearly all cases attention has
zeroed in on the $a2%TP term where vibrational averaging has
been done exactly by Sundholm et al.27 or approximately by
Ågren and co-workers24–26 ~either just the first or the first
two terms in the expansion of Eq. ~17! have been included!.
Hence in these calculations the ‘‘pure’’ vibrational terms
$m2a%TP and $m4%TP were excluded. In addition, the investi-
gations of Ågren and co-workers were made without me-
chanical anharmonicity. It is sometimes assumed that the
ground and excited PES have identical shape25 which, as we
have shown, can lead to substantial errors. It may also be
noted that in Ref. 26 the vibrational subscript l , that occurs
in the leading square bracket in Eq. ~10!, is ignored and
closure is made over the vibrational states of the excited
electronic state. In this work we carry out the summation
over l correctly. Quite recently Painelli et al.28 have alluded
to the ‘‘pure’’ vibrational contributions to TPA but in a quite
different and less rigorous framework—their calculations
were based on a crude two-state model ~for a critique of this
model see Ref. 50! and purely harmonic potential energy
surfaces.

In summary, we have laid out a rigorous and transparent
treatment of the effects of nuclear vibrational motion in TPA.
We have developed practical perturbation formulas for the
case of diatomic molecules and applied these formulas to the
X 1S1

2A 1P transition in CO. We find that vibration can
play an important role in TPA, just as it does in the calcula-
tion of conventional NLO hyperpolarizabilities. Attention is
drawn to the ‘‘pure’’ vibrational terms $m2a%TP and $m4%TP,
which turn out to be particularly important for CO. We also
see that both mechanical and electrical anharmonicities can
be important. Our next concern is the generalization and ap-
plication of the theory to polyatomic molecules.
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TABLE VI. ‘‘Exact’’ orientationally averaged values for the contributions to gTP, Eq. ~13!, at two-photon
energies coincident with the lowest vibrational levels of a fictitious excited state with the same curvature as the
ground state X 1S1 but with the equilibrium geometry of the true A 1P(L) state, in a.u.

v5
1
2 v0L v5

1
2 v1L v5

1
2 v2L v5

1
2 v3L v5

1
2 v4L

$a2%TP 1.923106 8.823105 7.153104 2.733106 8.073106

$m2a%TP
21.113107

27.263106 1.283106 2.123106
24.703106

$m4%TP 1.603107 1.493107 5.703106 4.113105 6.823105

gTP 6.823106 8.553106 7.053106 5.263106 4.063106
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